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Abstract:

It is true fact that in freedom movement religious

unity brother-hood, love for the mother-land can

be seen in Urdu poetry which kindled resowting in

the heart of Indian muslims. Urdu literature gave

the people the motion which awakened the new

spirit in desparate people. Iqbal enlighten the

spirit of patriotism through his poetry in Muslims.

He wrote thought provoking and inspiring poems,

Prem Chand, Sa'aadat Hassan Manto, Ali Abbas

Hussain, Krishan Chander, Asmat Chughtai,

Rajendar Singh Baidi, Hoisted the flag of freedom

through their writings. Unveil the conspiracies of

British. Urdu language cannot be denied and

forgotton which played a vital and key role, in the

freedom movement.




























    







 










 


 
 


   









  


 








 



























 











 



  

 




 
 



























 











   






 












 
















 




 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 






